The workshop will focus on integrating other ways of knowing and understanding the
material world with human pasts, particularly regarding human-stone interactions,
including stone technologies and its social/cosmologic/other significance; stone quarrying,
engagements with specific stones; stones in special contexts in archaeology; stone and
symbolism; gender issues and whatever else that might be relevant. We envision a
workshop in which scholars will exchange ideas and bring new insights to the relationships
between humans and stone creating inclusive histories to human past behavior and human
cultural evolution.

Confirmed Participants & Abstracts
Clive Freeman Coordinator Aboriginal Interpretation Programs Sydney Living Museums
clive.freeman@y7mail.com https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/profile/clive-freeman
Stories of Yuni stones; a southeast costal Aboriginal Australian story collection (three minisessions and demonstrations)

Kathryn Weedman Arthur, Professor of Heritage and Archaeology, University of South
Florida, kjarthur@usf.edu, kjwarthur@gmail.com
Ontologies and Assemblages: Knappable Bodies and Their Offspring
For the last 30-years my practice to attain a deep understanding of stone tool practices among the
Boreda of the Gamo highlands of southern Ethiopia has focused on becoming acculturated to
their ways of being in essence becoming what I term—a cultural apprentice. I chose not to apply
western theories to Boreda understanding of stone beings because it decontextualizes knowledge,
renders science unreliable, and engages in epistemological imperialism. A cultural apprentice is

someone who listens and learns with epistemic humility, embraces a long-term apprenticeship, is
receptive to adopting the praxis of learning in a manner set out by community teachers, and is
willing to shed their culture-bound way of perceiving the world. My journey and willingness to
become a cultural apprentice provided me with a deep and rich perception of the lives of human
and stone knappable bodies and their offspring.
By becoming a cultural apprentice to Boreda lithic practitioners, I learned poignantly how
Boreda Indigenous knowledge, Etta Woga [The Fig Tree Path] shapes the male knapper’s lowstatus status in society and how he perceives and engages with stone beings. Etta Woga tenets
recognize reproduction as the process that instigates change and maintains existence for all
beings, material and non-material. To ensure well-being, balance, order, and existence, human
and stone beings must proceed become fetuses, infants, children, youth, married adults, mature
adults, elders, and ancestors. At each of these transitions in life, there is a ritual that reaffirms
status change and reenacts the correct life cycle: Birth, Seclusion, Circumcision,
Marriage/Procreation, and Death. The most significant of these changes for human and stone
beings are participation in Circumcision/Knapping, which defines each as full adult beings.
Human and stone lives are intimately interconnected with each other and all other beings. They
are part of an assemblage or living mosaics that together co-create emergent future realities. The
trajectory of life is not replication but diffraction, bodies meld, react, and form together not as
separate entities but within their assemblage. It is also important to emphasize that assemblages
of knowledge and practices of formerly colonized peoples do endure not as a result being hidden,
forgotten, or existing on the fringes of imperialism and capitalism. They exist because ontologies
are invisible to those who perceive the material world as the only real and relevant world. For
many Boreda, materials were simply the end product of a process informed by their
understanding of being in the world—it was the process of interacting with other beings in a
proper way or path that was significant.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meir Finkel and Ran Barkai, Department of Archaeology and Ancient Near Eastern
Cultures, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel. finkel2010@gmail.com
Interpreting Paleolithic Flint Extraction and reduction Sites in the Upper Galilee, Israel:
Human-stone interactions in light of relevant insights from indigenous groups
Extensive Lower and Middle Paleolithic flint extraction and reduction sites were discovered in
the Upper Galilee, Israel in the last decades. Research has focused on the extraction and
reduction processes which led to the formation of the sites, quantitative aspects of tool
production, their geographic distribution, relations to near and far habitation sites and more.
Stone procurement and related human behavior was described in various studies of indigenous
groups, conducted mainly in Australia and Papua New-Guinea, and to a lesser extent in North
America and Africa. Here we will focus on ontological and cosmological aspects of human-stone
interactions as well as aspects of social organization, in an attempt to shed some light on aspects
of human behavior and world-views reflected in the extensive and elaborate stone quarrying
operations during the Paleolithic period in the Galilee, Israel.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lambros Malafouris, Professor of Cognitive and Anthropological Archaeology, Institute of
Archaeology, University of Oxford. lambros.malafouris@arch.ox.ac.uk
The unspeakable becomes spoken: On the dialogue between maker and material.
It is often claimed, both by researchers and skilled practitioners, that making is a dialogue
between maker and material. This statement seems to capture a basic characteristic of making as
a relational process, hard to express otherwise. But what does it mean? What kind of dialogue is
that? The notion of “dialogue”, in the linguistically based meaning of the term, presuppose
separate and identifiable “voices” with the capacity to occupy different positions and roles. The
problem is that in the presumed dialogical interaction between the maker and the material no one
is actually talking to each other. Acts of making are famous for how little use they make of
language. I don’t mean that creation is mute, silent or meaningless. Instead, what I will try to
show is that the creative transactions between makers and materials exceed the confines of a
linguistically based notion of dialogue. Any true conversation between maker and material must
be expressed through different sensory modalities. To illustrate that I will be focusing on clay.
Clay forms, perhaps more than other material forms, are seen as embodiments of this dialectical
process or as the products of such a dialogue. Drawing on research and using examples from the
‘HANDMADE - Understanding Creative Gesture in Pottery Making’ project
(https://handmade.web.ox.ac.uk/home), my paper will attempt to demystify and disambiguate the
dialogue between potter and clay. When I say that I want to demystify I do not mean I want to
disenchant. Quite the contrary, I plan to incorporate the enchantment of making in my method of
demystifying it. Clay is not the kind of material that stays still and silent. When asked to describe
what is distinctive about clay, or about their relation with this material, expressions like “clay is
alive”, “I become one with clay”, and “clay speaks to me” are very common among the potters.
The plasticity of clay evokes a sensual, agentive and enactive understanding of form and
materiality. Of course, the potters’ descriptions and subjective self-assessments about the
experience of making and the felt qualities of clay cannot be taken at face value. Expressions like
‘clay is alive’ or ‘clay talks to me’ do not carry analytical conviction as such. They do not
constitute theoretical descriptions, or explanations of why clay moves or behaves the way it does.
Still, these sentences do represent how the people who actually work with clay, and know it
better, choose to speak about their experiences and should not be dismissed as merely things
people say. Potters are the people who truly know clay ‘from the inside’. They are both skilled
makers and concerned observers who spend their lives constantly learning and experiencing the
plasticity of this material. The potters often see difference where others see continuity and
continuity where others see difference. They often unite things that our analytical predispositions
may wish to keep separate, but they may also divide things that we seek to unite in our analyses.
This paper will try to figure out what it is that the potters are trying to communicate when they
speak of the life and agency of clay, and to use that knowledge in order to understand and
explain the meaning of the unity between mind and matter. I will explore the links between touch
and attentive engagement in the context of pottery making and use the notion of haptic attentive
unity (HAU) to account for the dialogic character of creative material engagement.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dov Ganchrow, Associate Professor, The Industrial Design Department, Bezalel Academy
of Arts and Design, Jerusalem. dov.ganchrow@gmail.com http://dov-ganchrow.com/
To Computational Archaeology and Back: The round-trip journey of stone artifacts between
a physical and a digital existence, is leveraged for the creation of new design works.
The fields of Design and Archaeology both have a keen understanding of culture as viewed
through a material and technological prism. Designing the world around us, just as picking apart
a past world, requires the use of tools - often tools developed especially for the task at hand.
These tools, some computational, are themselves artifacts, and as such once more vehicles from
which culture can be extracted.
Knapped flint hand-axes were 3D-scanned, then processed and worked while in their malleable
digital material state, later rebirthed into the physical world using various contemporary
technologies and materials. The pairing of a 3D-printed zirconia or nylon object with its lithictechnology previous self, allows for a glimpse at the journey traveled, both material,
technological and in terms of time and evolution.

Subtractive Knap, 2022, flint, basalt, photopolymer
Raw flint of tool-making quality and a basalt hammerstone were transported into a digital
workspace where the hammerstone was used to reduce the flint into a tool form which was then
3D printed using Stratasys’s polyjet technology.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bar Efrati, PhD candidate, Department of Archaeology and Ancient Near Eastern Cultures,
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel. bar.efra179@gmail.com
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bar-Efrati
Standing On the Shoulders of Giants: Understanding Palaeolithic Human-Tool Encounters
and interactions using Readymade Concepts and Techniques
Human relationships with other-than-human objects are essential theoretical components in
sociology, anthropology, and archaeology. The view that objects are imbued with agency and
should be seen as ‘object-persons’ allows us to reassess previously ignored or overlooked aspects
of material culture and re-examine the significance of daily and non-daily features that these
objects might represent and encompass. In contemporary indigenous societies, daily objects and
the materials from which they are made are not perceived as solely passive objects intended for
economic and functional use but as agents through which humans maintain relations while also
serving as economic and functional mediums.
Likewise, in archaeology, the production and use of tools should not be viewed only as
functional devices. Under the frameworks of the ontological turn, tools constitute the means of
interaction with the elements of the world and the means to form and maintain relationships with
these elements. Moreover, for past hunter-gatherer groups, the very process of making a tool –
selecting the material from which the tool will be made, for example, or the formation of its
shape – was likely seen as a means to maintain these relationships. It is assumed here that manmade objects reflect ontological perceptions of human societies, which might be expressed by
choice of materials: in qualities such as texture, shimmer, color, and polish; the type of certain
materials; or the significance of locations from which these materials are retrieved.
The biography of objects – what they have ‘been through’ – is another vital component of their
importance and meaning. Several studies also discuss their essential roles as facilitators of social
and cultural engagements. Ethnographic research demonstrates that indigenous groups are aware
of old objects made by humans available in the landscape. In particular cases, such objects were
collected and brought home to be used again, with or without further modifications. Some cases
mention that old man-made objects were collected because they belonged to the “ancestors”,
human and other-than-human alike, and conceived as "gifts from the ancestors" as well as
“pieces of places”.
Theoretical and experimental studies from various disciplines show that humans today are
attracted to past and current man-made objects, acknowledging and appreciating them through
sight-seeing and tactile engagement. Thus, appreciation toward man-made items seems to be a
primordial human trait.
In this presentation, I will propose that such attraction and appreciation towards man-made
objects and the materials they are made of using sight and tactile engagement were also practiced
during Palaeolithic times. The study will present Palaeolithic case studies of tools proposed to
visually preserve and represent ontological perceptions for humans in past societies while
discussing the place of memory and related experiences proposed to have been embedded within
them by their makers, users, collectors, and viewers.

It will be claimed that past prehistoric people recognized other man-made objects (old and
current) and the meaning imbued in them and in the materials from which they are made.
Recognition was achieved through visual and tactile engagement and led to mnemonic, semantic,
and tactile experiences. Those experiences have broadened people’s state of consciousness,
which created a sense of appreciation towards those objects and materials. It will be suggested
that attraction and appreciation towards particular objects and materials required a state of
attentiveness related to the item’s charged connotations and people’s social and cultural
backgrounds that are assumed to have been deeply rooted in particular ontological views.
It will be further suggested that interaction with man-made objects and chosen materials led to
the preservation of their visual characteristics in a specific manner. This specific mode of
preservation may be considered as a very early example of a concept similar to the modern,
present-day term readymade, a term known in the world of present-day modern art that describes
art created from fully formed, often modified existing objects. That mode of preservation aimed
to achieve a combination of a functional tool and visual preservation of memory and appreciation
stemming from ontological views.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------François B. Lanoë and Maria Nieves Zedeno Department of Anthropology, University of
Arizona, lanoe@arizona.edu
The petroformed landscape of the Blackfoot
The Blackfoot homeland, in the Northwestern Plains of North America, appears to the newcomer
as not much more than a rolling expanse of grassland. Yet, it is in fact a constructed landscape
where stones materialize the presence of Blackfoot ancestors and mythical figures, fixing
tangible and intangible “good” that exists in a particular place and thus creating a sense of
permanence for mobile bison hunters. Stones covering the prairie form an anthropogenic
landscape, which construction Blackfoot ancestors initiated more than five millennia ago. While
petroforms vary widely in shape and size and usually combine utilitarian and spiritual functions,
the earliest evidence of landscape modification begins as monumental commemoration of
ancestors and deities. They provide evidence of the development of collective action and
organizational complexity at comparably early times as do other regions of North America,
something rarely acknowledged in studies of mobile hunter-gatherers.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Catherine Allen, Professor of Anthropology George Washington University
kitallen@email.gwu.edu https://anthropology.columbian.gwu.edu/catherine-j-allen
Don’t Fall Asleep by a Boulder: Time, Communication, and Consciousness in relation to
Andean Stone
In the vast almost treeless expanses of the Andean highlands, far from roads and mailboxes, a
large singular rock can be as good as a street address. Besides providing spatial orientation,
boulders and rock outcrops provide refuge of various kinds – shade from sun, shelter from wind
and cover from rain. They may open into crevices and caves, useful for temporary storage or for
hiding out from pursuers. And yet these boulders and rocky places are dangerous and must be
approached with care. One offers coca leaves, addressing them by name. When possible, it’s
good to know how they came to be – for example, that the huge boulder called Sipas Qaqa (Girl
Rock) was a young woman who turned to stone while fleeing from the deluge that formed a
nearby lake. In my research into Quechua story-telling in the Department of Cuzco, Peru, I
found that the phrase “qaqa sikipi” (“at the base of a boulder”) invariably set the scene for
transformation of some kind. Usually these are transformations of consciousness that lead to
alterations in a person’s inner being. Protagonists suddenly find themselves in what seems to be
a different place – the boulder opens into a welcoming well-stocked shop which they enter never
to return; or strange visitors appear who later turn out to be elements of weather or wild animals
in human form. Human protagonists emerge from these encounters changed, and often die after
telling of their experiences. Thus, one is warned never to fall asleep at the base of a boulder or
rock outcrop. -- My paper asks why stones in particular should be sites of transformation.
Answering this question entails exploring petrification, not as a single event in mythic time, but
as an ongoing process that affects human beings in its vicinity, suggesting an ontological
orientation in which time, place, materiality, and consciousness are intimately interrelated.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Miguel Astor-Aguilera, Associate Professor of Religious Studies Arizona State Univ
miguel.aguilera@asu.edu https://isearch.asu.edu/profile/618201
Maya Lithic Ontologies: Cosmological Embodiment and Materiality
Exploring ancient to contemporary Indigenous affective qualities of ontological difference
allows us to comprehend the relationships non-Western populations have with their environment.
My ethnoarchaeological methodology emphasizes Maya ways-of-knowing and understanding the
material world and how human and stone interactional practice interrelates humans to nonhumans. Maya personhood is intersubjectively categorically surpassed where vital essences are
tethered to “things.” Agency and volition, here, is potentially granted to anything whether that be
skeletal remains, plants, water, stones, etc., and how an entity behaves, visible or invisible,
depends on the body/thing to which it is tethered. Rock, including minerals of specific stones, is,
for the Maya, ontogenically similar to plants and animals, including humans, despite their not
sharing like bodies and affects. Because everything is cosmologically linked, and potentially
sentient and power-laden, reciprocation is the name-of-the-game in the Mesoamerican holistic
behavioral environment. This observation pertains not to symbolic interpretation, but to emic
insights gathered within practical indexical relationships, for example, per our focus, between
humans and stone technologies that create inclusive histories from past-to-present. The

Mesoamerican cosmos, like that of the Maya, is dependent on ritual and ceremony; however,
these acts are neither sacral, not based on worship, and are not supernaturally focused. Maya
reciprocation, between humans and non-humans, is based on a social-cosmological significant,
and yet practical, dialectic focused on give-and-take relationships: if one makes offerings to
lithic bodies, for example, their structural strength will take care of you in allowing itself to
be quarried, be utilized, and deployed in performative special contexts.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Steve Brown, Senior Research Fellow, University of Canberra Australia
steve.brown@environment.nsw.gov, steveb.heritage@gmail.com
https://researchprofiles.canberra.edu.au/en/persons/steve-brown-2
Talking with Stones: Indigenous stone artefacts, material memory, and rights-based
futures
Over many decades of documenting Australian Aboriginal stone objects I have come to realise
and accept stone artefacts as sentient and liminal beings, rather than silent and inert (Brown
2020). My research interest lies in exploring what this means for archaeological practices of
collecting, analysing, and presenting such materials.
In this talk, I present an autobiographical narrative of assembling, in 1977, over 3,000
Indigenous stone artefacts from along a 300 km power line route in the Pilbara region of Western
Australia. I frame the ‘salvage’ collection event as a form of settler colonialism embedded in the
archaeological practice of the time. In 2022 I revisited this collection, which is catalogued and
stored in the Western Australian Museum. I report on this interaction during which I sought to
establish a dialogue with the objects and, initially, seek their forgiveness for having removed
them from their traditional Country (or territories).
Drawing on ideas from New Materialism, Assemblage Theory, and Flourishing Museums, I
argue that stone objects can act as facilitators, ‘soft diplomats’, and mediators of object-human
encounter. That is, they enable conversations between museums, heritage workers, and
Indigenous custodians that can support the making of civil society. I propose that work to
‘return’ Indigenous objects, both in museums and private collections, be extended to stone
artefacts – and especially those historically categorised as ‘archaeological’.
Reference
Brown, S. 2020. Aboriginal stone artefacts and Country: dynamism, new meanings, theory, and
heritage. Australian Archaeology 85(3): 256-266. DOI: 10.1080/03122417.2019.1738667
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Lia Genovese, Lecturer Thammasat and Silpakorn Universities Bangkok, Thailand
trinacria_1955@yahoo.co.uk https://independent.academia.edu/LiaGenovese
The rock-solid powers of ancestral stone
By and of itself, stone is neither benevolent nor malefic, but the spirits in it act in positive or
negative ways. Whereas stone is inactive, the amorphous powers within it are the perpetrators of
good or despicable deeds. The tangible element hosts the invisible component possessing
benevolent or malefic powers. The material element is the unwitting enabler for the spirit to act
as it does. Spirits enter the stone in order to discharge their “duties”, an invasive process which
the stone is seemingly powerless to prevent. Unlike the tangible and motionless element that is
stone, the unseen spirits are in constant flux, the source of consequences – good or bad – for
communities in disparate parts of the world.
Among some communities in Sabah province, Insular Malaysia, a stone’s supernatural powers
do not become redundant as a consequence of changes in economic prosperity. The stone that
once ensured the family’s welfare, is not discarded or destroyed, but transferred from its once
lofty position to an inconspicuous spot within the compound, the removal accompanied by a
ritual involving the cleansing properties of salt.
People try to appropriate the otherworldly powers of stone for their own ends, often with tragic
consequences, as recounted by a 20th century French explorer who recorded the death of a child
when a stone jar was moved close to the family home in a village in Xieng Khouang province,
north Laos. In another village in the same province, water from a particular jar is deemed
powerful enough to cure sick children.
Still in north Laos, a stone jar is believed to have protected the community’s treasured Buddha
statues when heavy bombardments forced villagers to flee the area during the Vietnam War. The
houses were razed to the ground but the Buddhas in the sandstone jar survived unscathed. Such
was the level of destruction, that returning villagers were able to re-orientate the village to a new
east-west position. In the same village, terror struck a group of children when they overturned a
stone jar, whereupon skies grew dark and stormy clouds appeared when a snake emerged from
the ground where the jar had stood for centuries.
In Sabah province, stones are placed in rice fields to fertilise the soil and ensure abundant crops
for the villagers. In Sumatra’s Jambi Highlands, decorated megaliths were erected during periods
of prosperity, when the settlements traded gold, ivory and rhino horn with faraway lands in
Arabia, India and China.
In Sabah province, stone guarantees honest trading. An “oath” stone in the trading square will
guarantee honesty, fairness and trust by punishing those who cheat, quarrel or swear within the
market area, recalling the principle of “territorial law” discussed by Paul Mus. In some
communities, walking past a stone without acknowledging it is likely to incur the stone’s wrath,
resulting in sickness for the perpetrator.

In addition to ensuring prosperity for communities, stone is also the bearer of good luck.
Oblivious to the damage inflicted by tools, four-digit lottery sequences are regularly carved on a
beautiful, undecorated megalith in a village in Sabah province. This presentation will discuss my
research and findings from fieldwork in various areas of Southeast Asia.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Erica Hill, Associate Professor Archaeology at the Univ.of Alaska Southeast
edhill@alaska.edu https://uas.alaska.edu/dir/edhill.html
Stone Acting Like People in the North American Arctic: Inuksuit as Polysemic Features
Across northern Canada and Alaska and the coasts of Greenland, stones arranged and modified
by humans mark the landscape. Some of these stones take human forms and are referred to as
inuksuit (sing., inuksuk), meaning “to act like a person” in Inuktitut. The term shares the root
inuk, meaning “person” (plural Inuit). Inuksuit are polysemic features; that is, they have different
meanings depending on where they are located, who constructed them, and what they do. Some
inuksuit are people—they are capable of predicting weather or fish availability, and may become
unhelpful or angry. Other inuksuit function as people while simultaneously memorializing the
deceased. This presentation describes some of the inuksuit inhabiting the Arctic landscape,
explores what these features tell us about human relationships to place, and investigates the role
of stone in materializing memory.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rachel Horwitz, Assistant Professor of Archaeology, Washington State University
rachel.horowitz@wsu.edu https://anthro.wsu.edu/faculty-and-staff/rachel-horowitz-2/
Symbolic Trash: Lithic Debitage, Ritual, and Political Power among the Preclassic and
Classic Period Maya
Rachel A. Horowitz, M. Kathryn Brown, Jason Yaeger, and Bernadette Cap
The symbolic role of lithic raw materials and lithic implements has been a matter of much debate
and discussion among scholars. In the lowland Maya region, some lithics, such as eccentrics, are
known to have symbolic meaning due to ethnohistoric and ethnographic comparisons. This talk
will evaluate deposits of materials often considered utilitarian waste products, specifically
debitage from biface and blade production, to discuss the symbolic meaning of these ‘utilitarian’
objects. We focus on large deposits of debitage from cache and burial contexts to evaluate the
symbolic meaning of these materials and their change in meaning through time. Large deposits
of lithic debitage are found in ritual contexts during the Preclassic (BCE 2000- CE 200) and
Classic periods (CE 200-800). The composition and association of these layers with different
types of ritual deposits varies through time. Through a detailed attribute analysis of the debitage
from a variety of ritual contexts, we argue that changes in the composition of the lithic deposits,

from including other materials to only having lithics, and the shift in associations of the deposits
from communal coverings of multiple internments to those of single individuals, point to shifts
in ritual and political power between the Preclassic and Classic periods. Through time, these
layers became more individualistic, representing the increasing importance of individual elite
rulers through time and their use of lithics as symbolic markers of their political power. In all
time periods, the deposits created a symbolic underworld.
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Marlize Lombard, Professor Archaeology, Research Chair, Palaeo-Research Institute
University of Johannesburg, South Africa
mlombard@uj.ac.za https://www.uj.ac.za/members/prof-marlize-lombard/
Bored stones, lithic rings and the concept of holes in hunter-gatherer shamanism
“Persistent anthropological and ethnological fieldwork ... began to showing that shamanism was
a phenomenon dating back to the very horizons of our knowledge of man as a myth producing
being. This work revealed a phenomenon apparently extremely widespread and persisting into
our own time in provocatively similar manifestations across far-flung regions of our globe. This
durative power and ubiquity strongly suggested that the phenomenon must have some human
significance that scholarship was missing, a quality that attracted and held the human mind. Or
an aspect of it, almost everywhere and always but had become opaque to the modern Western
intelligence” (Ryan 1999:2).
But how can archaeologists trace the time-depth of shamanic practices? Bored stones (round
stones with drilled holes in them), in their various shapes and sizes, are an enigma in the
prehistoric material culture of southern Africa. Most exclusively functional interpretations such
as digging-stick weights, millstones or armbands are unsatisfactory and/or functionally
problematic. Several interpretations also include the possibility of ritual use such as offering
channels, visionary apertures, or portholes into another world or place of being. I will discuss
how bored stones, lithic rings and natural cracks and crevices in rock surfaces could have
functioned as objects or places of shamanic practice, ritual and symbolism within the
communities of the Later Stone Age of southern Africa. I will also demonstrate how similar
concepts are used across the globe in other shamanic traditions and practices. As a universal
node, I will explore potential neurochemical processes for ‘hole’ or ‘tunnel’ experiences that are
naturally released under extremely stressful conditions such as birth, trance and death.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Paul Sillitoe, Professor Anthropology Durham University, UK
paul.sillitoe@durham.ac.uk https://www.durham.ac.uk/staff/paul-sillitoe/
Known & Unknown Stone: A Papuan Petrological Heritage
What can we know about what other people know about stone who until relatively recently relied
on stone implements? The people of the mountains of New Guinea were among the last to use
stone tools routinely in their daily lives; often caricatured as living in the ‘stone age’. They made
and used both lithic flake tools and polished stone axes. They also made use of enigmatic
prehistoric stone objects that they found occasionally in their region. In order to appreciate the
use of these objects it is necessary to understand something about the stateless cultural context,
to know something about the Melanesian nature-of-being in the world, so far as this is feasible
for those of us inculcated into a capitalistic state order. It involves coming to grips with an
egalitarian acephalous political-economy that reverses some of our ontological assumptions,
such as what comprises the production of things and their distribution. Although unfamiliar with
geology per se they are knowledgeable about their region’s lithic resources. They live their
environmental relations sustainably using its resources, although unaware of contemporary
sustainability concerns, and their use of natural resources casts a novel light on materiality
issues. The use of stone involves the literally unspeakable, namely embodied knowledge and
tacit skill, which present particular challenges for knowing communicable in the written word, as
here. These people further challenge what we think comprises a classification of things, such as
stone objects. And finally, they have intriguing supernatural relations with stone, arguably
unfathomable, involving beliefs that we find it difficult to share.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Edward Swenson, Associate Professor, Director Archaeology Center University of Toronto
edward.swenson@utoronto.ca https://anthropology.utoronto.ca/people/faculty/edward-swenson/
Fluid Rocks: The (de)Territorializing Power of Sacred Stones
The inherent qualities (Peircean qualia) of rock, mainly hardness, durability, solidity, and
strength, can explain in part why stone has so often served as a prime medium of the sacred in
very different cultures. Evocative examples include menhirs, obelisks, the Kaaba in Mecca,
Chavín’s Lanzon, the omphalos of Delphi, Hindu lingas, and Mediterranean region baetylus.
Indeed, such stones did not simply symbolize awesome others but directly embodied the sacred
as powerful ancestors and animate beings. In light of the distinctive qualia of stone, potent rocks
commonly fixed sacred spaces, marking axis mundis or delineating boundaries and thresholds, as
exemplified by Greek hermae and Andean wak’as. Thus, in the framework of Deleuzian theory,
stones acted to territorialize landscapes and attendant assemblages of peoples, lifeforms, and
things.
Although an investigation of the qualia of stone provides a useful baseline for comparison, they
underwrote distinct cosmologies that were enlivened by very different stony beings. Indeed, the
capacity of the latter to remake worlds, unleash generative forces, and consequently
deterritorialize and reterritoriarialize the landscape captures the creative mutability and often

ambivalent condition of rocky sacra. In my paper, I support this argument by examining the
close association of stone with water (and liquids in general) in ancient Andean and Angkorian
traditions of rock veneration. I focus in particular on sacrificial rites of blood, water, and stone
among the Moche (AD 200-800) of the North Coast of Peru, and the remarkable sculpture of
1,000 lingas within the riverbed of Kbal Spean in the Kulen region of Cambodia. The latter
fertilized the waters that irrigated the rice fields of Angkor. The union of liquid and stone in the
two case studies reveals that kinesis, growth, and becoming characterized many sacred, “fluid”
stones in past societies. In the end, both the Moche and Angkorian examples serve to
demonstrate that the power of stones often lies not in their obdurate stasis but in their power to
precipitate metamorphosis and thus deterritorialize and reterritorialize the cosmos. Nonetheless, I
emphasize the very different worlds created by such stony agents as informed by distinct
cosmologies and religious philosophies.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------David Wayne Robinson, Reader (Distinguished Professor) Archaeology University of Central
Lancashire UK
dwrobinson@uclan.ac.uk https://www.uclan.ac.uk/academics/dr-david-robinson
Awakening Dreams: ancestral capacities in human and stone assemblages.
Why are some stones considered alive by Native Californians, while others are not? How can
we interpret which is which? In this presentation, I work through the ontology of dreaming and
the reasoning for seeing life in stone from Native ethnographic literature and the archaeological
record. To do this requires some understanding of the ecology of stone and the human
relationship to that ecology. As ancestral entities which can slumber for very long times in
particular places, rock formations are nevertheless neither static nor (not necessarily always)
immobile. Stone and rock influences water and vegetation, plant and animal life through mutual
interrelating capacities. Wind, rain, water flow, earthquakes can cause rock to shed, tumble, or
even whole formations to move. Those formations with shelters or caves can control shadow
and light, mitigate the heat of the sun. Their capacities can of course occur independently or in
interaction with humans in different ways. At the site of Pinwheel Cave where the entheogenic
plant Datura was consumed, the insertion of Datura quids in the rock was interaction which will
be considered as awakening the dreaming potential of the ancestral rock itself.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ella Assaf, Senior Lecturer in Archaeology, Department of Archaeology and Ancient Near
Eastern Cultures Tel Aviv University
ellaassa@gmail.com https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ella-Assaf
When human-animal relations are set in stone: the case of stone balls and horses
Shaped stone balls (SSBs) are one of the oldest stone tools. Mostly made of limestone, these
rounded implements were used for almost 2 million years, accompanying ancient humans

throughout the Lower Paleolithic period (and beyond) as a stable cultural anchor. Yet, little is
known about these enigmatic tools.
In my talk I will suggest that SSBs embody the relations of ancient humans with a particular
animal - the horse, and that they might have had an active role in the social, cosmological and
epistemological realms of Lower Paleolithic ontology.
Our previous studies demonstrated that these tools were shaped in a complex knapping sequence
with specific rock types. Traces of use and organic residues indicative of bone breaking activities
suggest their function as percussive tools for extracting fat/marrow. Furthermore, a
comprehensive contextual analysis points to a possible correlation, observed at multiple sites,
between SSBs with a particular animal taxon, namely horse. It suggests a possible link between
the in-tandem disappearances of large horses and SSBs from the Levantine landscape at the end
of the Lower Paleolithic period, and the reliance of early humans on SSBs in extracting calories
from their habitat-sharing allies, the horses.
The significant role of horses (Equus) in Paleolithic diet and culture is well reflected by the
presence of horse skeletal remains at Paleolithic sites, as well as by tools made of horse bones
and by the multiple representations of horses in depictions and imagery items. It is plausible that
early humans perceived horses both as an essential element in their adaptation, as well as nonhuman-persons and habitat companions. The roots of these interactions go back to the Lower
Paleolithic period, most likely since horsemeat, and especially horse marrow, has unique positive
nutritional characteristics, significantly superior to those of most other ungulates (Badiani et al.
1997; Guil-Guerrero et al. 2013; Lorenzo 2013; Outram & Rowley-Conwy 1998). SSBs, I
suggest, had an important role in this alignment.
Following the relational ontology approach, I assume that stone tools in general and SSBs in
particular, embody within them the world of perceptions and relationships of ancient human with
non-human animals and entities. Tools are perceived as a bridge, or a reflection of these
relationships, and may reflect particular interactions with specific non-human animals. In my
talk, I will suggest that this approach can be demonstrated through archaeological findings such
as SSBs and horse faunal remains. These may serve as an example for this kind of interactions in
the Lower Paleolithic period, revealing some of the ontological worldviews of humans living
hundreds of thousands of years ago.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leore Grosman and Keren Nebenhaus, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Curiosities from a 12,000-year-old ritual context
Archaeological excavations often yield visually unique unmodified items such as stones, shells
and fossils that often go unstudied. These items are sometimes interpreted as “curiosities”
collected by humans for chiefly symbolic or aesthetic reasons. We find that these objects are
important for understanding the human desire to collect certain visual qualities, uniqueness, and
mnemonic values from the nearby environment. Since curiosities are often unmodified and found
in small quantities, they are difficult to analyse using archaeological methods that focus on
traditional technological, typological and quantitative analyses. Here we present a
comprehensive framework for the identification, definition, analysis, and interpretation of

possible curiosities. We present the curiosities from the Late Natufian ritual site of Hilazon
Tachtit Cave (ca. 12,000 years ago) and classify them using fuzzy logic sets. This logical system
assigns objects as members of categories up to a certain degree, in a way that enables a less rigid
categorization of items that belong in classificatory “grey areas”. When we scored the items from
Hilazon Tachtit Cave we took into account their relative uniqueness in the local area, their
relation to burial features, their degree of modification, and their fit with known utilitarian tool
categories. The scoring procedure incorporated geological, macroscopic, microscopic, and GIS
spatial distribution analysis. Our results show that the items were more likely placed next to
burials if they had highly unique physical qualities. These items belong to several distinct
“types”, such as fossils, colourful pebbles, and complete geodes. As shown in many cultures,
these unmodified items could have played representational and symbolic roles and in some cases
were probably perceived as living spirits.

